
Spiritual Reflection for August 2018 

Reverence 

 There are many things in the world that deserve reverence, deep solemn respect or 

appreciation for their beauty, complexity, or wisdom.  From the tiniest flower to the grandest 

waterfall we are called to be in awe of the beauty and wonder of creation.  There are also 

people throughout history deserving of reverence for the gifts they have shared with us.  

Recently, I observed what I fear is a societal loss of reverence. 

 I traveled to southern Italy this summer and toured Naples, Sorrento, and Rome. The 

history and scenery there is incredible.  Of course on the list of places to visit in Rome were: the 

Vatican Museum, the Sistine Chapel and Saint Peter’s Basilica.  Rome is rich with history and 

works of art dating back centuries. Some of the most famous works of art, the paintings by 

Michelangelo on the ceiling of the Sistine Chapel are absolutely breathtaking and deserving of 

reverence.    

 What disappointment I felt as we crowded through the doorway past a sign that said 

“silence” and “no photography” (in several languages) into a chapel buzzing with whispers and 

the sound of clicking cameras.  It was so crowded you could not see the floor and the security 

guard was stern about moving us either to the center of the chapel or out the door.  I had been 

so anxious to see these paintings, but the lack of reverence and the dismissal of the rules for 

viewing this sacred space made me want to get out as soon as possible.  I could not bear to be 

in the presence of such irreverence.  I felt angry and then I just felt sad for the lack of reverence 

by so many people. 

 This scene reminded me of the story of Jesus clearing the temple.  I could begin to 

imagine what that must have been like to see the Father’s House exploited.  History does not 

change as our tour guide said more than once while we were in Rome.   

 Our inspiration from the gifts and talents of others and from nature and all of creation is 

enhanced through reverence, deep solemn respect and appreciation and by silencing our 

tongue.  The individuals choosing to disobey the request for silence were not only limiting their 

own experience of the power present in the artistry before them, but were interfering with the 

experience of others.  I struggled with this situation.  

 I needed to pull myself away from the bitterness I was beginning to feel and find the 

capacity for love.  I came to grips with the situation and realized that what I could do was pray 

that my heart would not be hardened toward those who did not obey the rules as if they did 

not apply to them.  After all I am not to cast judgment on others, but I am called to pray for 

those people that I am in disagreement with.  So, I prayed that in some way their spirit would 



be nurtured by their personal experience and that I would concentrate on the ever-present 

spirit living within me and not only in the paintings before me. 

 I learned you do not have to travel across the ocean or step foot into a historic cathedral 

to nurture your spirit.  Your spirit is nurtured every time you extend kindness and forgiveness 

toward people you do not understand.   Perhaps history can change if we pray for the world to 

rediscover the powerful impact of practicing reverence.  

Questions to ponder: 

 What does it mean to be reverent? 

 When have I felt reverent? 

 When have I witnessed people being irreverent? 

 How does God ask me to pray for those I disagree with? 

 

      May God’s Peace Be With You, 
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